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A bestselling classic, back and bigger than ever!Â Nearly a century ago, Gustavus Hindman Miller

published his groundbreaking masterwork, 10,000 Dreams Interpreted, the most compelling and

thorough study of all the symbols that appear in our dreamscape. Miller offered an enlightening

introduction to dream history and types, and organized his symbols into eminently logical

categories. Now, popular psychic and medium Linda Shields has updated this classic, featuring

revisions and additions to more than 2,000 of his original interpretations as well as 2,000 entirely

new entries. This brings the book up to speed with our modern life, including objects unknown in

Miller's time, such as cell phones, computers, televisions, and more.Â An exciting, enriching, and

elegantly packaged revision that's a must-have for anyone who dreams!Â 
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this book is amazing easy to find and understand I use it everyday and I just luv it . this book is by

far the best dream interpreted I own and read .

A lot of the dream object entries don't sound like they fit what they predict/interpret in real life.For

instance, to dream of Frustration or wake up frustrated means "the coming of events that will be

very pleasing and easy to accept." Uh, Riiiiiiiiight.It also contradicts on entries of crying babies. On

one it actually says to hear babies crying predicts good news.And this entry is the most laughable of

all--Diarrhea:"Dreams of having or seeing diarrhea foretell excellent fortune and good luck. HA! And

contradicting listing under "Dysentery"--illness, disappointment which fits.A bunch more laughable



entries. Sound made up by the authors. Some entries useful, but I'd stick to online dreammoods

dictionary or a book more credible than this.

What a great book with very valuable information on the different dream symbols and there

meanings. This softcover book has every detail on the dream analysis of many different things. This

is my to go book when looking up what I dreamt of the night before and it has helped me to figure

them out and to give me a good way of seeing why I dreamt this in my dream. If you are looking for

a good dream interpretation book, then this is the one to buy.

This book is very detailed very clear-cut about dream interpretations. I don't care how wild and crazy

some of my dreams have been this book has pretty much explained it and has been right about

everything so far. If you looking for a good dream interpretation book do not hesitate to buy this one.

I feel this book is not authentic enough from my own personal experience. I have used another

author's book for years and 90% of the time it was dead on it. You can try it out for yourself. It's very

detailed but not realistic.

I have the 10,000s dream book and used it for a very long time and it is very helpful for me and my

family; I am glad I found the new updated 12,000 dreams book. If wish I could tell everyone to buy

this dream book because it will help you!!!

I love it. Using this book, or should I call it "A Dream Dictionary" forever. Thank you

Kind of goofy. Hard to find some dreams because of the way you think of the dreamand the way it is

interpreted; where it is in the book. Overall, I'll rate it as 3 stars.
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